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Introdu tion
The logisti fun tion appears often in simple physi al and probabilisti experiments. A normalized logisti is also known as an S- urve or sigmoid fun tion.
The rst derivative of this fun tion has a familiar bell-like shape, but it is not
a Gaussian distribution. Many use a Gaussian to des ribe data when a logisti
would be more appropriate. The tails of a logisti are exponential, whereas
the tails of a Gaussian die o very qui kly. To de ide whi h distribution makes
more sense, we must must be aware of the on eptual model for the underlying
phenomena.
In biology, the logisti des ribes population growth in a bounded environment, su h as ba teria in a petri dish. In business, a logisti des ribes the
su essful growth of market saturation. In engineering, the logisti des ribes
the produ tion of a nite resour e su h as an oil eld or a olle tion of oil elds.
After dis ussing examples, we will see how a bound to exponential growth
leads to logisti behavior. There are other forms of the logisti fun tion with
extra variables that allow more arbitrary shifts and s aling. First, I limit myself
to the form derived most naturally from the Verhulst equation. Normalizations
larify the behavior without any loss of generality. Finally, I use a hange of
variables for tting re orded data in physi al units.

Examples
Exponential (geometri ) growth is a widely appre iated phenomenon for whi h
we already have familiar mental models. Investments and populations grow
exponentially (geometri ally) when their rate of growth is proportional to their
present size. You an take almost any example of exponential growth and turn
it into logisti growth by putting a maximum limit on its size. Just make the
rate of growth also proportional to the remaining room left for growth. Why
is this su h a natural assumption?
1
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Growth in a petri dish
Let us onsider the ba teria in a petri dish. This is an easy way to reate a
logisti urve in nature, and the mental model is a simple one.
A petri dish ontains a nite amount of food and spa e. Into this dish we
add a few mi ros opi bits of ba teria (or mold, if you prefer). Ea h ba terium
lives for a ertain amount of time, eats a ertain amount of food during that
time, and breeds a ertain number of new ba teria. We an ount the total
number of ba teria that have lived and died so far, as a umulative sum; or
more easily, we an ount the amount of food onsumed so far. The two
numbers should be dire tly proportional.
At the beginning these ba teria see an vast expanse of food, essentially
unlimited given their urrent size. Their rate of growth is dire tly proportional
to their urrent population, so we expe t to see them begin with exponential
growth. At some point, sooner or later, these ba teria will have grown to su h
a size that they have eaten half the food available. At this point learly the
rate of growth an no longer be exponential. In fa t, the rate of onsumption of
food is now at its maximum possible rate. If half the food is gone, then the total
umulative population over time has also rea hed its halfway point. As many
ba teria an be expe ted to live and die after this point as have gone before.
Food is now the limiting fa tor, and not the size of the existing population.
The rate of onsumption of food and the population at any moment are in fa t
symmetri over time. Both de line and eventually approa h zero exponentially,
at the same rate at whi h they originally in reased. After most of the food has
disappeared, the population growth is dire tly proportional to the amount of
remaining food. As there are fewer pla es for ba teria to nd food, then fewer
ba teria will survive and onsume a lifetime of food. Although the population
size is no longer a limit, their individual rates of reprodu tion still matter.
The logisti fun tion an be used to des ribe either the fra tion of the
food onsumed, or the a umulated population of ba teria that have lived and
died. The rst derivative of the logisti fun tion des ribes the rate at whi h
the food is being onsumed, and also the living population of ba teria at any
given moment. (If you have twi e as many ba teria, then they are onsuming
food at twi e the rate.) This derivative has an intuitive bell shape, up and
down symmetri ally, with exponential tails. The logisti is the integral of the
bell shape: it rises exponentially from 0 at the beginning, grows steepest at
the half-way point, then asymptoti ally approa hes 1 (or 100%) at later times.
The time s ale is rather arbitrary. We an adjust the units of time or the rates
of growth and t di erent populations with the same urve.
Let us qui kly examine two slightly messier examples, to see the analogies.
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Market share
The market share of a given produ t an be expressed as a fra tion, from 0%
to 100%. All markets have a maximum size of some kind, at least the one
imposed by a nite number of people with money. Let us assume someone
begins with a superior produ t and that the relative quality of this produ t
to its rivals does not hange over time. The early days of this produ t on the
market should experien e exponential growth, for several reasons. The number
of new people exposed to this new produ t depends on the number who already
have it. The ability of a business to grow, advertise, and in rease produ tion
is proportional to the urrent ash- ow. A exponential is an ex ellent default
hoi e, in the absen e of other spe ial ir umstan es (whi h always exist).
Clearly, when you have a ertain fra tion of the market, geometri growth
is no longer possible. Peter Norvig oined this as Norvig's Law: \Any te hnology that surpasses 50% penetration will never double again (in any number
of months)." But let's also assume we have no regulatory limits and no one
abusing a larger market share (bear with me). This produ t should still naturally tend to a saturated monopoly of the market. Su h market saturation is
typi ally drawn as a sigmoid mu h like a logisti . In fa t it is a logisti , given
no other me hanisms. After saturation, the rate of hange of market share is
proportional to the de lining number of new ustomers. In any given month,
a onsistent fra tion of the remaining un onverted ustomers will onvert to
the superior produ t. That is, we have a geometri or exponential de line in
new ustomers for ea h reporting period.

Mining and oil
Finally, let us examine the dis overy and exhaustion of a physi al resour e,
su h as mining a mountain range, or exploration and produ tion of oil in
an eld. The logisti has long been used to predi t the produ tion history,
the number of barrels of oil produ ed a day, in any oil eld. The urve also
a urately handles a olle tion of oil elds, in luding all the oil elds in a given
ountry. Su h a al ulation was rst used by King Hubbert in 1957 to predi t
orre tly the peak of total US oil produ tion in the early 1970's.
Earliest oil produ tion is easily exponential, like many business ventures.
As long as there is vastly more oil to be produ ed than available, then previously produ ed oil an proportionally fund the exploration and produ tion
of new oil wells. Su ess also in reases our understanding of an area and improves our ability to re ognize and exploit new prospe ts, so long as there is
no noti eable limit to those prospe ts. At some point though, the amount
of oil in a given eld be omes the limiting fa tor. Like ba teria in a petri
dish, fewer oil wells nd a viable spot in the oil eld in order to produ e a
full lifetime. The maximum rate of produ tion is a hieved, very observably,
when half of the oil has been produ ed that will ever been produ ed. (That is
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not to say that oil does not remain in the ground, but it annot be produ ed
e onomi ally, using less energy than obtained from the new oil.)
Oil produ tion from individual oil elds do often show asymmetry, falling
more rapidly or more gently after a peak than expe ted from the rise. Petroleum
engineers have learned that deliberately slowing produ tion in reases the ultimate re overable oil from a eld. Gas produ tion of a single eld tends to
maintain a more onstant rate of produ tion until the pressure abruptly fails,
dropping produ tion to nothing. But while individual elds may have unique
produ tion urves, olle tions of elds in a region or ountry tend to follow a
more predi table logisti trend, with the expe ted symmetry.

A simple population game
We an ontrive a simple numeri al game that should simulate su h growth.
We have a resour e that an support a maximum population of 1000 reatures.
We will begin by dropping 10 reatures into this resour e. All are likely to
nd an uno upied lo ation. With every generation, ea h existing reature
has a 10 per ent han e of spawning a new reature. These new reatures
drop again at random into one of the 1000 possible lo ations. If the lo ation
is not previously used, then the reature survives. If the lo ation is already
o upied, then the new reature dies. In early generations, 99 per ent of the
possible lo ations are still free, so ea h new reature will almost ertainly
survive. We expe t early generations to show 10 per ent geometri growth.
As the population in reases, however, available lo ations de rease and we see
more ollisions. By the time 500 of the available lo ations are lled, only half
of ea h new generation will survive, dropping the rate of growth to about 5
per ent. We will stop the game when 990 lo ations are full, when ea h new
reature has only one per ent han e of survival.
Here is a short Java program to simulate this population growth.
import java.util.Random;
import java.util.BitSet;
publi
lass Logisti Growth {
publi stati void main(String...args) {
Random random = new Random(1);
int apa ity = 1000;
BitSet resour e = new BitSet( apa ity);
for (int i=0; i< 10; ++i) { resour e.set(i); }
int population = 0, generation = 0;
while ( (population=resour e. ardinality()) < apa ity-10) {
System.out.println(generation+" "+population);
for (int spawn=0; spawn<population; ++spawn) {
if (random.nextInt(10) % 10 == 0 ) {
resour e.set(random.nextInt( apa ity));

5
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Figure 1: A population simulation
}

}

}

}

}
++generation;

The result of this simulation appears in gure 1.
Similarly, you an imagine ba teria spores landing in a petri dish at random. If food is available, a ba terium survives and breeds by laun hing new
spores. If the food was already onsumed by a prior ba terium, then the new
one will die.
Ba teria probably do not ll a petri dish uniformly, but spread from a
enter. Most living populations will have some evolved ability to nd food.
Yet, su h hanges to the rules should only a elerate or de elerate growth,
without hanging the overall shape.
Similarly, marketing and oil exploration laim to do better than random
sele tions. And skills are improved by past su esses. Even so, the size of ea h
new generation is still dominated by the size of the existing population and
the absolute apa ity of the resour e.
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Equations
The s enarios des ribed above do not ome lose to representing all problems
that an be modeled as a logisti urve. The fun tion solves ertain estimation
problems involving the parameters of a Gaussian random variable. Su h an
S- urve is also onvenient for signal pro essing appli ations su h as neural
networks. To help our intuition, I will nevertheless explain the notation with
the previous examples in mind.
Keep in mind that these distributions also represent expe tations or probabilities. Imagine that ea h limited resour e is omposed of a nite number
of unique identities, su h as an individual ustomer, a ertain barrel of oil, a
parti ular bit of food, or an empty spot on the dartboard. The logisti represents the probability that a unique quantum of a resour e will be onsumed by
a parti ular moment in time. Sin e the same probability distribution applies
to all quanta, you expe t an a tual realization to resemble a histogram with
roughly the same shape. Thinking of the logisti as a probability distribution
will help when we try t a tual data.

The Verhulst equation and the logisti fun tion
Let us use f (t) to represent a fra tion of some quantity limited to values
between 0 and 1. This fra tion is a fun tion of time t.
We expe t this fra tion to in rease over time. The rate of in rease, the
rst derivative, will always be positive:
()

df t
dt

>

0:

Units of time are fairly arbitrary for su h problems. For the fun tion to
approa h a value of 1 asymptoti ally, time must ontinue to positive in nity.
To avoid a small non-zero value to begin growth, we an allow the fun tion to
begin arbitrarily early at negative in nity, where it an approa h 0.
The s ale of time units, whether se onds or days, is also arbitrary. We
will hoose a s ale that most onveniently measures a onsistent hange in the
fun tion. Let us put the halfway point, at zero time so that
f

(0) = 1=2:

(1)

For earliest values of t, we expe t f (t) to in rease geometri ally. That is,
we expe t the rate of in rease to be proportional to the urrent value:
()
df (t)
f t

dt

as

t

!
/
!

0; and
()

f t ;

1

:

(2)
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Similarly, as time in reases and our fun tion approa hes unity, we expe t
the rate of growth to be proportional to the remaining fra tional apa ity.

! 1 and
/ 1 ()
! 1

()
df (t)
f t

;

as

(3)

f t ;

dt

t

:

This assumption is worth dwelling upon in light of our previous examples.
Given an almost omplete saturation of our available apa ity, growth annot
be limited any longer by the existing population. The only remaining limitation to ontinued growth is the size of the remaining opportunities for growth.
If the remaining opportunities shrink by half, then the han e of our getting
one of those opportunities must also de line by half. Here, I nd the dartboard
analogy very helpful.
Let us ombine these two proportions (2) and (3) into a single equation
that respe ts both:
()

df t
dt

/

( )[1

( )℄:

f t

f t

For appropriate time units, we an avoid any s ale fa tors and write
()

df t
dt

= f (t)[1

( )℄:

(4)

f t

This is slightly simpli ed version of the Verhulst equation, whi h originated in
studies of populations.
The rate of growth at any time is proportional to the population and to
the remaining available fra tion. Both fa tors are always in play, though one
fa tor dominates when the value of the fun tion approa hes either 0 or 1.
By entering this equation at zero time with (1), we an rearrange the
Verhulst equation (4) and integrate for f (x) with
"

d

1
1
+
f (t)
1 f (t)

dt

flog

()

f t

log f (t)

#

()

df t =dt

log[1
log[1
"

log

= 1;

( )℄g = 1;

f t

( )℄ =

f t

#

t;

()
= t; and
1 f (t)
f (t)
= exp(t):
1 f (t)
f t

(5)
(6)

Finally, we arrive at the simplest form of a logisti fun tion:
()=

f t

exp(t)
1
=
1 + exp(t) 1 + exp(

t

)

:

(7)
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Figure 2: The logisti fun tion
See gure 2.
Some versions in lude in lude arbitrary s ale fa tors for time or for the
fra tion itself. We have avoided those by normalization to fra tions and onvenient time units. Later we will use a hange of variables useful for tting
physi al data.
First noti e that this equation is anti-symmetri , with an additive onstant:
1

( ) = 1=[1 + exp(t)℄ = f ( t);
f (t) + f ( t)
= 1:

f t

(8)

The asymptoti growth at the beginning mirrors the asymptoti limit at the
end. We an think of the used apa ity or remaining apa ity as mirror images
of ea h other. This is parti ularly striking be ause our rate of un ontrolled
growth in the beginning also determines our rate of diminishing returns in the
end. To lose this symmetry, we would need to introdu e di erent (fra tional)
powers in our original proportions (2) and (3).
The derivative df (t)=dt is often a more interesting quantity than f (t) itself.
For example, in oil produ tion, this might be the number of barrels produ ed a
day (with an appropriate s ale fa tor). It ould be the annual growth in market

9
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Figure 3: The derivative of the logisti fun tion
share, the rate at whi h a population grows, or the rate of onsumption of food.
df (t)
exp( t)
1
=
=
;
(9)
2
dt
[1 + exp( t)℄
[exp(t=2) + exp( t=2)℄2
df (1)
df (0)
= 1=4; and
= 0:
dt

dt

The maximum rate of in rease, by design, o urs at time zero. It is also a
perfe tly symmetri bell-shape, rising from zero to a maximum value of 1/4,
then de lining again, with exponential tails. In this form you an see more
learly how the exponential on one side eventually overwhelms the one on the
other. See gure 3.
In this form, the derivative (9) has unit area, integrating to 1. The equation
is also useful as the probability distribution fun tion (pdf) that a given resour e
(food, oil, or ustomer) will be used at a parti ular moment in time.
Fitting real-world data

Assume you have some data that you think might be des ribed by a logisti
urve. You have the data up to a ertain point in time. You might not be
halfway yet. Can you see how well the data are des ribed by a logisti ? Can
you predi t the area under the urve, or the halfway point?
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From a partial dataset, we do not yet know the ultimate true apa ity, and
we use real time units. Let us use another form of the Verhulst equation more
useful for real-world measurements.
To get a form similar to that used by Verhulst for his population model,
we repla e
t

 r (

);

with  for measurable time units, with
with  for an unknown referen e time.
We also substitute
f ( t)

(10)

for an unknown time s aling, and

r

 Q( )=k;

(11)

where Q( ) is a measurable apa ity or population, and k is an unknown upper
limit, alled the \ arrying apa ity."
The referen e time  is when we expe t to rea h half of the maximum
apa ity:
Q(
)

 k=2:

(12)

With these substitutions, we rewrite the Verhulst equation (4) as
dQ( )
dQ( )
d

d
=Q( )

=

r [1

=

r

Q( )=k ℄Q( );

(r=k)Q( ):

(13)

Noti e that the measurable quantities on the left of (13) are a linear fun tion
of the measurable quantities on the right. The slope of the line is r=k, and the
verti al inter ept of the line is r.
The quantity on the left of equation (13) ould be alled the fra tional rate
of growth. It is the urrent rate of growth divided by the umulative value so
far. We do not need to know ultimate rates, apa ities, or referen e times to
al ulate this quantity. At earliest times, when Q( ) is small relative to k, the
fra tional rate of growth (13) a hieves a maximum value of r.
We an make a graph with this fra tional rate of growth on the verti al
axis, and with the umulative value Q( ) on the horizontal. For every time
at whi h we measure these two quantities, we an pla e a point on the graph.
All values are positive and fall inside the upper-right quadrant.
If the data t a logisti urve, then we should be able to draw a straight line
through them. The slope and verti al inter ept of the line allow us to estimate
the unknown onstants r and k. The verti al inter ept, where Q( 1) = 0,
is the rate r, and the horizontal inter ept is the maximum arrying apa ity
Q(1) = k .
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So what about the referen e time, ? As time in reases our data points
move along this line, but not uniformly. Time units do not appear expli itly,
ex ept as a sampling parameter. The time  orresponds to the data point
with half of the ultimate apa ity, as in (12). We may not have enough data
to identify this point from this graph.
Another drawba k to this parti ular way of graphing data is that early
times will show mu h greater s atter than later times. When dQ( )=d and
Q( ) are small, their ratio will show greater variation for small variations in
either. This parti ular linearization is more suitable for an age of graph paper.
I prefer to t the logisti more dire tly.
Using the  de nition (12) as a boundary ondition, we an also rewrite
the logisti fun tion (7) in measurable units:
Q( )

=

k

:
(14)
1 + exp[ r( )℄
Here we an see more learly that k is the ultimate maximum value of Q( ).
If we t Q( ) dire tly, our t should improve with time. The value is a
umulative one, integrating measurements over longer periods of time. Again,
we an expe t more variation at earlier times.
Instead, let us examine an absolute rate of in rease P ( ) that we an also
measure:
dQ( )
kr
P ( ) 
=
(15)
d
fexp[r( )=2℄ + exp[ r( )=2℄g2 :

Note the peak value is P ( ) = kr=4.
Now we have a fun tion with more onsistent variations over time. The
in remental hange during a short interval of time will tend to follow the
underlying distribution, with greater deviations as we shorten the interval.
A tually, it is not diÆ ult simply to s an reasonable values for all three
parameters k, r, and  and minimize some mis t to P ( ). You an also plot
the mis t as ontours of multiple parameters and get a better idea of your
sensitivity to ea h.
Choosing a best measure of mis t is still ne essary. Least-squares, the
default hoi e for many, makes sense only if you think that errors in your
measurements are Gaussian and onsistent over time. This seems unlikely.
Lower magnitudes have less potential for absolute variation than larger ones.
We ould instead minimize errors in the ratio of a measured magnitude of
P ( ) to the expe ted magnitude. Or equivalently, we an minimize errors in
the logarithm of P ( ). If we minimize the square of those errors, then we are
assuming that variations in our measurements are multipli ative, following a
log Gaussian distribution. This is mu h better, but I think still not optimum.
Another way to think of the problem is that the logisti derivative P ( )
in (16) des ribes a probability of a parti ular quantity being exploited or onsumed at a parti ular point in time. A given ustomer, ba terium, or barrel of
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oil, is most to appear near the peak time  rather than near the tails. Given
a ertain realization of that probability, our re orded data, what parameters
maximize the probability of that data? It turns out that this likelihood is
maximized by a minimum ross-entropy.
Let our re orded data be pairs of samples fP i;  i g indexed by i. Then the
best distribution P ( ) should minimize
min
k;r;

Xn

Pi

log[P i

o

= P ( i )℄ :

(16)

i

P ( )

is a fun tion of these three unknown parameters (k; r; ).
The P ( ) that minimizes this ross-entropy is the one that makes the
a tually re orded data most probable.
Be ause we have not ne essarily sampled the entire fun tion, we should
renormalize both P ( ) and P i over the range of available  i before evaluating.
Normalization e e tively ignores the unknown apa ity k and ts only the
lo al shape of the urve. The remaining two degrees of freedom r and  an
be exhaustively sear hed with dense sampling. On e these are known, the best
k an be al ulated without normalization.

Comparison to logisti regression
Neural networks and ma hine learning algorithms often use the same family
of S urves for \logisti regression," but motivate the equations di erently.
Logisti regression attempts to estimate the probability of an event with a
binary out ome, either true or false. The probability is expressed as a fun tion
of some \explanatory variable." For example, what is the probability of a light
bulb failing after a ertain number of hours of use? Maybe more relevant,
what is the probability a given drilling program will be e onomi , given some
measurement of e ort?
We start with a probability p of one out ome | say a su essful well or a
good lightbulb. That leaves us with a probability of 1 p for the alternative
| a bad well, or a bad lightbulb. Our explanatory variable x ould be a unit
of time, as before, or some other fa tor. We expe t the probability p(x) either
to in rease or to de rease stri tly as a fun tion of x.
Logisti regression uses the logit fun tion, whi h is the logarithm of the
\odds." The odds are the ratio of the han e of su ess to failure.
logit(p)  log

1

!

p
p

:

(17)

This logit fun tion already appeared in equation (5), if you interpret p as f (t).
The logit fun tion and the logisti fun tion (7) are inverses of ea h other.
Unlike our earlier derivation, we are not going to assume that our explanatory t has been normalized and shifted for our onvenien e, so we will use
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di erent symbols. Determining that s aling and shifting is the work of logisti
regression.
Logisti regression assumes that the logit fun tion (5) is a linear fun tion
of the explanatory variable x.
"

p(x)
log
1 p(x)

#

=

0

+

1 x:

(18)

Estimating these two onstants 0 and 1 nds the appropriate horizontal
s aling and the midpoint of our urve, so that we ould rede ne a normalized
t  0 + 1 x and use our previous equations.
Fitting data with this urve (18) is still best addressed as a maximum
likelihood optimization. We have a re ord of su esses and failures, ea h with
di erent values of the explanatory variable x. We adjust the onstants until
the omputed probability (18) of these events is maximized.
Alternatively, we are tting a straight line to a graph with a value of x
as the horizontal abs issa and the logit fun tion (18) as the verti al ordinate.
But a normal least-squares linear regression will not distribute the errors as
orre tly as a maximum-likelihood optimization.
The log-odds might seem like an arbitrary quantity to t, but it has a
onne tion to information theory. The entropy H of a single binary out ome
with probability p is de ned as
H (p)  p log p

(1

p) log(1

p) :

(19)

This entropy has a maximum value of log(2) for the probability p = 12 , whi h
is the most unpredi table distribution. When the probability is low (near 0)
or high (near 1), then the entropy approa hes a minimum value of 0. A lower
entropy is a more predi table out ome, with 0 giving us omplete ertainty.
The derivative of the entropy with respe t to p gives us the negative of the
logit fun tion:
dH (p)
= logit(p):
dp

(20)

If we assume the logit is a linear fun tion of the variable x then the entropy
is a se ond-order polynomial, with just enough degrees of freedom for a single
maximum and an adjustable width.

